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About the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission
The Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (IURC or Commission) is an administrative agency
that hears evidence in cases filed before it and makes decisions based on the evidence presented
in those cases. An advocate of neither the public nor the utilities, the Commission is required by
state statute to make decisions in the public interest to ensure the utilities provide safe and
reliable service at just and reasonable rates. The Commission also serves as a resource to the
legislature, executive branch, state agencies, and public by providing information regarding
Indiana’s utilities and the regulatory process. In addition, Commission members and staff are
actively involved with regional, national, and federal organizations regarding utility issues
affecting Indiana.
In its current role, the agency oversees more than 600 utilities that operate in Indiana. The
Commission regulates electric, natural gas, telecommunications (limited), water, and wastewater
utilities. It also has a Pipeline Safety Division that is responsible for enforcing state and federal
safety regulations for Indiana’s intrastate gas pipeline facilities.
The agency is overseen by five commissioners who are appointed by the governor. Current
Commissioners of the IURC are Chair Carol Stephan, Vice-Chair Carolene Mays-Medley,
Commissioner Jim Huston, Commissioner Angela Weber, and Commissioner David Ziegner.
The IURC has a total professional staff of about 75 people; the majority are attorneys, engineers,
accountants, and economists who review and recommend decisions on cases pending before the
Commission. The agency also has a Consumer Affairs Division that serves as a liaison between
utility ratepayers and the utilities.
For more information about the IURC, visit www.in.gov/iurc.
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NRRI was founded in 1976 by the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(NARUC). While corporately independent, NARUC and NRRI are linked in multiple ways to
ensure accountability. NARUC, as the association of all state regulators, is invested in quality
research serving its members. NRRI coordinates its activities to support NARUC's policy,
research, educational and member-support service to state commissions.
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1 Introduction
In May 2015, Commissioner Jim Huston of the Indiana Regulatory Utility Commission
(IURC or Commission) contacted the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners (NARUC) and the National Regulatory Research Institute (NRRI) with an
interest in exploring public utility billing practices around the nation after learning that the
number one area that results in complaints received by the IURC's Consumer Affairs
Division is about concerns with utility billing and billing-related communications.
In Fiscal Year 2015 (FY15), the IURC’s Consumer Affairs Division logged 4,854 complaints
regarding issues with regulated utilities; this was a 14 percent increase from the previous
fiscal year (4,254 complaints).1 Of the complaints in FY15, 23 percent were billing disputes.
The top five billing issues as categorized by IURC staff were (in order of volume): high bills,
sub-metering, deposits, unpaid bill, and service charges. Of the total complaints the IURC
received regarding regulated utilities in FY15, 38 percent were related to electric utilities, 30
percent were related to natural gas utilities, 27 percent related to water utilities, four percent
to wastewater utilities, and one percent telecommunications.2 The increase in volume from
FY14 to FY15 presented an opportunity to foster discourse and transparency between
stakeholder groups on the topic of billing practices and related consumer communications
regarding billing.
After several discussions, the IURC, NARUC, or NRRI did not find another state that had
performed a similar forum that brought together utilities and consumer groups to discuss
billing to the degree Commissioner Huston was seeking with the intent of better
understanding utility billing. At that point, Commissioner Huston and staff began planning a
two-pronged approach consisting of hosting a Billing Symposium in Indiana for open
discussion among stakeholders in addition to NRRI conducting primary and secondary
research on billing practices around the United States. With the support of fellow
commissioners and Chetrice Mosley, IURC’s Executive Director of External Affairs, and
staff, Commissioner Huston was instrumental in initiating and guiding the Billing
Symposium project.

2

Purpose of the Billing Symposium
The purpose of the IURC’s Billing Symposium was to bring together stakeholders and allow
for discourse and deeper understanding of billing practices from the gas, electric, water, and
wastewater utilities’ perspectives and the consumer groups’ perspectives. The Commission

1

Most of the background information contained in Section 1 was provided by Chetrice Mosley IURC’s Executive
Director of External Affairs, and her colleagues.

2

Note that the 1 percent of telecommunications is related to complaints that are within the limited jurisdiction of
the IURC after the telecommunications industry was deregulated in Indiana in 2006. However, of all calls
received by the IURC’s Consumer Affairs Division (regulated and unregulated), more than 45 percent are related
to telecommunications.
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requested that participants engage in active listening and maintain respectful attitudes toward
groups with differing opinions. Leading up to the Billing Symposium, several participants
had cases pending before the Commission; therefore, the Commission requested that
participants refrain from discussing issues under consideration in the active cases.
Representatives of all the Indiana utility companies were invited to participate, including
those not regulated by the Commission. In fact, on multiple occasions it was explicitly
emphasized that the Billing Symposium was not intended in any way to create rules,
mandates, or additional policies regarding utility billing in Indiana. It was also not a forum to
discuss current policy disagreements between utilities and consumer groups. It was to be a
forum to better understand billing practices and consumers’ needs and opinions from
multiple perspectives.
Because the nature of the project took a very different approach from other IURC initiatives
with stakeholders who do not typically interact in this type of forum, Ms. Mosley met with
more than 40 stakeholders at least one time in a one-on-one atmosphere to explain the
purpose of the Symposium and to get initial feedback and concerns before the first “Kickoff
Meeting.” The stakeholders included representatives from:
 Regulated utilities;
 Unregulated utilities;
 Consumer advocacy groups that interact with the IURC in regulatory proceedings;
 Consumer advocacy groups that do not interact with the IURC but do interface with
consumers who are affected by utility billing issues;
 National and state associations; and,
 Other Indiana state agencies.
A Kickoff Meeting to explain the purpose of the Symposium and initiate the researchgathering process was held on September 3, 2015, in Indianapolis, Indiana, with all
stakeholders present. After the first half of the Kickoff Meeting, both groups of the
stakeholders (utilities and consumer groups) met with Commission staff separately to
develop questions for the other group. The Commission wanted the groups to drive the topics
and questions of the Billing Symposium to ensure it would be valuable for all stakeholders.
The Commission found that this approach, along with the one-on-one meetings, led to more
engagement from both sides and continued to emphasize the point that the IURC was serving
as a facilitator and wanted only to learn more about billing best practices with no intention of
making any changes to Indiana rules, regulations, or policies regarding utility billing.
During and after the Kickoff Meeting, consumer groups and utility companies developed a
body of questions for each other that would help foster mutual understanding of different
stakeholder group goals and challenges. These questions related to consumer preferences for
billing delivery, billing design, and utility company practices, among other topics. All
questions were sent to groups to answer.
The Commission offered all stakeholders assistance with inputting their survey questions into
the agency’s SurveyMonkey® tool. Three consumer groups (Citizens Action Coalition,
Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor, and NAACP) used SurveyMonkey for the
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project. Although the Commission assisted in setting up the survey tool, the survey questions
and the summary of responses were completed by each group and not the IURC. These
surveys were sent to customers using a variety of channels including emails, paper surveys,
and focus groups. Surveys were composed of multiple-choice, interval scale, and open-ended
questions. No effort was made to ensure that the individuals surveyed by the consumer
groups would be a representative sample of the larger population of utility consumers. In the
field of survey research, this kind of unstructured sampling is called by a variety of names,
including accidental, convenience, opportunity, or even grab sampling: It is possible or even
likely that the survey results reported are reflecting some kinds of self-selection bias on the
part of those answering the questions, compared to what might be found using a more
structured sampling technique. In this case, each group’s survey was sent to that group’s
membership and was open to the public. Although there may be overlap of survey
participation between groups and their surveys were not completed in a way that could be
understood to fully represent the general population, each consumer group’s analysis
provided valuable qualitative data that was instrumental in furthering the dialogue and
purpose of the Symposium.
Utility companies answered questions provided to them from the consumer groups, which
mainly focused on – among other topics – explaining the mechanisms and techniques the
utilities use for designing bills; their research methods that have been completed, along with
their key findings; billing communication outreach efforts; bill examples; and utility costs
associated with making changes to bills. All participating stakeholders submitted their
answers to the questions from the other corresponding group before the day of the Billing
Symposium. These submissions can be found in Appendices C and D.
After much preparation, the Billing Symposium was held on November 2, 2015, in
Indianapolis, Indiana, where NRRI facilitated four discussion panels. Subsequently, this
report was produced by NRRI staff in March 2016, and it is being released concurrently with
an independent NRRI research report about utility billing and customer communications.

3 Symposium Structure
The Billing Symposium was organized into four topical panels over the course of a one-day
meeting, with each panelist providing up to a 10-minute presentation on the relevant topic.
The panelists represented jurisdictional utilities, non-jurisdictional utilities, community
entities, and government agencies, to best provide comprehensive insight into each topic. The
Commission structured panels so that each would provide diverse viewpoints. NRRI staff
members Rajnish Barua and Tom Stanton acted as neutral, third-party moderators for
Symposium panels as a means of ensuring that proceedings reflected the neutral approach
adopted by the IURC. Symposium panels covered the following billing-related issues:
(1) Consumer Research;
(2) Paper Billing;
(3) eBilling; and,
(4) Comprehensive Customer Engagement on Billing.
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Each panel included four or five presenters, who provided information from their
organization on the panel topic, followed by 10-20 minutes of question-and-answer style
discussion where the commissioners, audience members, panelists, and moderators had the
opportunity to pose questions to the panelists (for the Billing Symposium agenda, see
Appendix A). Although panelists provided substantial information within their allotted time,
they did not always have time to present the complete information and the panelists’
PowerPoint presentations are included in Appendix B.3

4 Participants
Due to space limitations in the facility used for the Billing Symposium, participants included
only stakeholders invited by the IURC who participated in the questionnaires or had a direct
professional relationship and experience with the topic of utility billing issues. The following
organizations were represented at the Billing Symposium:
Government Agencies
 Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor (OUCC)
 Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (IURC)
Jurisdictional Utilities
 AES Corporation/Indianapolis Power & Light (IPL)
 American Electric Power (AEP)/Indiana Michigan Power
 Aqua Indiana
 Citizens Energy Group (CEG)
 Duke Energy Indiana
 Indiana American Water (IAW)
 Jackson County Water
 Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIPSCO)
 Vectren
Non-Jurisdictional Utilities
 Columbus Utilities
 Hendricks Power Cooperative
 Indiana Municipal Power Agency
 NineStar Connect
 Richmond Power & Light
Other Entities
 AARP
 Alliance of Indiana Rural Water
3

Not all panelists used PowerPoint presentations; some referred to parts of their respective submissions found in
Appendix C or Appendix D.
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Citizens Action Coalition (CAC)
Indiana Association of Cities and Towns
Indiana Electric Cooperatives
Indiana Energy Association
Indiana Industrial Energy Consumers, Inc. (INDIEC), represented by Lewis-Kappes.
NAACP

5 Consumer Research Panel
The Consumer Research Panel focused on resources and methodologies used by utilities and
consumer groups when researching what consumers want most on their utility bills. The
panelists for the Consumer Research Panel were representatives of the NAACP, Citizens
Energy Group, Indiana American Water, the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor,
and Northern Indiana Public Service Company.
5.1

NAACP

The NAACP reached out to utility customers via email, social media, focus groups, and faceto-face communications. Fifty-five people provided feedback to the NAACP’s questions.
Ninety-one percent of respondents reported holding a bachelor’s degree or higher, and 79
percent of respondents reported being 50 years or older. Due to limitations on time and
resources, the survey respondents represent a convenient sample of NAACP members.
The NAACP panelist expressed the desire of respondents to receive billing information from
utilities in a clear presentation. People responding to the NAACP’s survey value clarity in all
parts of the bill from presentation to content. Respondents want to know the exact amount
due on each bill, and 53 percent request a clearer due date. Respondents expressed a general
interest for a larger font size. People surveyed want information to be clearly displayed to
show whether bills are based on estimated or actual meter readings. The NAACP survey
findings showed respondents’ desire to act as informed customers. Interest in information is
demonstrated in the respondents’ stated preference for usage graphs (50 percent) and a 68
percent preference for a line-item format of billing charges. NAACP respondents expressed a
desire for more information about customer usage on current bills and information about
methods for lowering future bills. Consistent throughout the NAACP’s responses is the idea
that a well-formatted bill design that displays important information clearly will help
customers understand the justifications for high bills and could lead to improved payment
outcomes.
Survey respondents also want more information to be provided on bills about available bill
payment options and payment locations.
Survey responses indicate a general wariness toward electronic billing (partly attributable,
the NAACP panelist believes, to the large number of respondents age 50 or older). This
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wariness reportedly stems from security concerns associated with online billing and a fear
that a bill might be overlooked without the physical reminder of a mailed bill.
Due to time constraints, the NAACP panelist did not have the opportunity to present all
recommendations, but the NAACP’s presentation includes recommended on-bill financing
for residential energy efficiency improvements as one possible method for alleviating cost
burdens (see Appendix C). On-bill financing is a collection mechanism by which efficiency
improvements are repaid by a utility customer through a series of payments, with the charges
presented on the customer’s monthly bill. On-bill financing typically provides for
improvements to be completed with terms including no money down and monthly payments
designed to be less than monthly utility bill cost savings.4
5.2

Citizens Energy Group

The Citizens Energy Group (CEG) panelist presented information about customer
demographics, survey methods, and key findings from a recent CEG customer survey. Ease
of locating information on bills is important to customers. The clarity of the information
provided is also a vital element for customer satisfaction. Finally, customers are concerned
about whether they are receiving a sufficient amount of information on customer bills to
make informed choices about usage patterns.
5.3

Indiana American Water

Indiana American Water (IAW) conducts ongoing customer research in the form of customer
surveys, quarterly reviews, and ongoing billing review for ease of understanding. IAW
entered into the process of revising its bills in 2013 based on feedback from customer
surveys, call center staff interviews, and dispute resolution staff input. IAW receives the
highest volume of complaints related to: (a) high bills; (b) customer does not understand bill;
(c) bills contain corrections from earlier bills; (d) rate changes; and (e) requested bill
adjustments due to water leaks that have been subsequently repaired.
As a result of this input, IAW has introduced the following changes: (a) bills are now printed
in color (for the first time); and (b) a bold font is used to draw attention to important
information (such as due date, amount due, and outcomes for late payments). The new bill
format allows for multipage statements of up to four pages, and with the extra space
available, IAW now has the ability to provide additional information about cancelled bills
and re-bills.
IAW is taking other steps to improve customer communication experiences as well. In
response to the high volume of complaints about rate changes, IAW is working to develop
better ways of informing customers before rate changes take effect. IAW also has developed
a new method for sharing information with customers that takes into account which types of
4

The Environmental and Energy Study Institute, Overcoming the Barriers to Energy-Related Investments with an
On-Bill Financing Program: A Primer for Municipal Utilities and Electric Cooperatives. Washington, DC:
September 2015. http://www.eesi.org/files /OBFprimer.pdf.
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information specific customers want to receive and their preferred medium of
communication.
5.4

Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor

The Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor (OUCC) presented several key themes
related to consumer preferences based on the consumer feedback gathered from the questions
the OUCC sent out before the Billing Symposium.
The first finding was that estimated bills are unpopular. This issue received high-intensity
negative responses, indicating general dislike.
The second finding was that billing inserts are not regarded in a positive light, although some
customers report that they do read billing inserts at least some of the time. The OUCC
panelist suggested that inserts are a potential area for improvement: customers come in
contact with them regularly and they provide a potential method for delivering educational
information to consumers if the content is interesting and the design is eye-catching.
The third finding the OUCC panelist presented was that language should be simplified on
bills. Billing can be a complex undertaking, and the use of acronyms and technical jargon
make it more so. The OUCC suggests finding creative ways to explain issues plainly on the
bills to improve customer comprehension and experience. Similar to the NAACP, the
OUCC’s results were produced using a convenience sampling of the population.
The fourth finding was that respondents’ desire for plain language does not reflect a desire
for less information. The OUCC notes here that only eight percent of respondents indicated
that they thought utility bills had too much information.
The fifth finding was that the type of information consumers want varies widely. This is well
represented by the issue of font size: while customers want a larger font size, there is no
agreement on the exact size.
The sixth finding was that paper billing is not going away any time soon and customer
concerns are shaped by a number of consumer experiences. Not all customers have ready
access to either a computer or high-speed Internet service, meaning eBilling options might be
inaccessible for some customers.
Finally, the OUCC’s respondents reported feeling unprepared for changes to their monthly
bills and expressed a clear preference for being notified in advance about changes in rates.
Rate changes affect household budgets, so it is important to provide customers with adequate
advance notice by using communications media that will catch customers’ attention.
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5.5

Northern Indiana Public Service Company

In 2013, Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NISPCO) began to research and develop
a new bill design with the purpose of designing a version of its bill they hope to make
available to customers this year. The last bill redesign was introduced to customers in 2006.
The objective of NIPSCO’s current redesign, which is based on direct customer feedback, is
to make bills easier to read and more understandable, so that customers can quickly find the
information they need. Specifically, NIPSCO plans to simplify the presentation of
information that matters most to customers and improve customers’ understanding of energy
costs.
Using combinations of internal research, online customer surveys, and focus groups,
NIPSCO has collected feedback about problems with its current bill format and ideas for
improving its next bill design. Internal research was collected via a focus group from more
than 60 cross-functional employees regarding NIPSCO’s bill compared to other utility and
non-utility bills. NiSource, NIPSCO’s parent company, tested an initial prototype and
surveyed customers about it. NiSource received 2,217 responses, of which 26.6 percent were
from NIPSCO customers (NIPSCO is one of seven of NiSource’s energy distribution
companies). The survey focused on understanding the information customers value most
when reviewing their utility bills and explaining to the focus group how the prototype would
compare to the current bill format. One notable method employed to gather information on
customer use patterns in NIPSCO’s online survey was a mouse-driven marker feature that
allowed panelists to highlight areas of importance on a prototype version of the bill. Finally,
NIPSCO recruited 96 customers to participate in an in-person, facilitated focus group.
NIPSCO’s research on customer feedback revealed the following findings related to bill
content and format: (a) a concise account summary section at the top of the bill was the most
important desired feature; (b) customers prefer usage history to be presented on the front side
of the bill; and (c) customers prefer a bar graph, instead of a line graph, for presenting their
usage-history data.
5.6

Panel Discussion

During discussions following the presentation, Commissioner Huston inquired about survey
methodology and the planning process that goes into decisions to redesign bills. Specifically,
how do utilities ensure they receive feedback representative of different demographics, and
how do utilities decide when to redesign bills? NIPSCO responded that they use different
methods including telephone surveys. The planning process varies, but the general consensus
from CEG and IAW was that the decision to redesign bills was driven primarily by customer
feedback, complaints, and survey results.
When asked whether consumer groups had learned any information from utility groups that
they found helpful, the NAACP representative responded in the positive, noting that it was
clear that customer feedback is taken into account when utilities are making decisions. The
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OUCC representative pointed to the varied preferences of customers especially in regards to
issues like font size and what information should be included on bills.
IURC Chair Carol Stephan inquired about how customers were notified when eBilling was
used. CEG said they used a third-party company to provide reminder information to
customers. NIPSCO had a similar arrangement to CEG but specified that disconnect
notifications are delivered only via paper. IAW uses letters for prior notice, and both door
hangers and personal phone calls to warn customers prior to disconnection.

6 Paper Bills Panel
This panel focused on the format of utilities’ paper bills as well as methods to meet the
diverse needs of customers through bills (simple and detailed) and customer expectations.
The panelists for this session were NineStar Connect, Aqua Indiana, Citizens Action
Coalition, Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor, and Duke Energy.
6.1

NineStar Connect

NineStar Connect (NineStar) reported redesigning its electric bill in 2013 based on consumer
feedback from their annual meeting, recommendations from its board of directors, and phone
calls from customers. As part of the redesign, NineStar worked to clarify information about
rate adjustment mechanisms (trackers) by using simplified language and including a
comparison of previous month to current month energy consumption on bills. Because
NineStar offers customers the opportunity to purchase a solar panel from a community
shared solar farm, information on solar production and any running credit amount can also be
included on the bill. Customers participating in NineStar’s Time-of-Use (TOU) rate are
provided with on-peak and off-peak kilowatt hour consumption for the month, along with a
message on their bill notifying them about how much money they have saved by
participating in the program.
6.2

Aqua Indiana

The Aqua Indiana (Aqua) panelist highlighted that customer perception of utility companies
is based on customer interactions with companies through their bills and via contact with call
centers. With the amount of diversity in customer interests, it can be challenging to provide
customers with the experience they want. Aqua’s last bill redesign occurred in 2012.
Aqua attempts to provide customers with more detailed information through welcome
packets, which are sent to all new customers. Welcome packets include information on
understanding bills, definitions for common billing terms, different ways that customers can
contact Aqua representatives, and information about the various payment options available to
customers.
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6.3

Citizens Action Coalition

The Citizens Action Coalition (CAC) recognizes the complexities of utility bill management
due to the large volume of available information. The CAC panelist highlighted the changes
over the past 15 years in the way consumers are messaging utilities when they are unhappy.
These days, customers use Twitter, Facebook, and other types of social media to seek out
information or express concerns. Even with changes in consumer communication channels,
the monthly bill is still the primary gateway for utilities to communicate with consumers.
CAC customer feedback highlighted customers’ desire for information. Survey responses
called for detailed bills that provide information on line items. The CAC panelist also pointed
out that there is an emotional component to utility billing.
The CAC customer survey5 revealed that the majority of respondents who reported feeling
like they were not receiving enough information had barriers to receiving information such as
multiple calls, long calls, or repeat calls each month. For this reason, the CAC representative
wanted to ensure that it was easy for customers to opt in to receive an itemized bill as a
means of increasing the amount of information consumers receive. Billing inserts are one
way utility companies can share information with customers, but the CAC survey indicated
that insert readership is mixed and inserts are perceived as only sometimes being helpful.
6.4

Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor

The Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor’s (OUCC’s) customer survey5 found that
the top five pieces of information customers want included on their bills are: (a) a clear
notice of whether a bill is estimated versus actual; (b) line-item billing; (c) fixed costs;
(d) taxes; and (e) bar charts showing current and historical consumption. Respondents want
to be notified of changes to their bills via inserts, a separate mailing, or a message printed on
the bill itself. The OUCC’s survey findings suggest that customers want detailed information
about how their bills are calculated and what is included in the costs, as well as how their
current bills compare to past months.
6.5

Duke Energy Indiana

Duke Energy Indiana (Duke) has the capability to share important messages with customers
in a highlighted section of their paper bills and in an information message in a section at the
bottom of bills. Duke provides customers with the option to receive condensed or detailed
bills. Customers opt in to receiving condensed bills by checking a box that is returned with
their payments. Duke reported that condensed bills were very popular: 87 percent of
residential customers and 72 percent of nonresidential customers have chosen to receive
condensed bills. Duke’s bills are printed in black and white and are also available in Braille
and large-print versions. Duke customers who have opted into eBilling receive a PDF format

5

It is possible that some of the same individuals might have responded to the surveys conducted by multiple
stakeholder groups.
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of their printed bill. Duke provided cost estimates for making changes of different
magnitudes to its existing bill, and these estimates are provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Duke’s Reported Costs for Making Format Changes to Utility Bills
Estimated
Cost

Estimated
Time

$0

1 month

$99,999

3 months

Add
Test numerous scenarios
graphics Limited outside input and
in the
approval
middle of
the bill

$100,000 $999,999

6-12
months

Major
bill
format
overhaul

Over
$1,000,000

12+
months

Change

Description

Example

Process

No
Change

Updates to
customer
information

Simple
Limited testing required
bill
messages
or new
trackers/
riders

Small
Changes

Minor
formatting
changes

Add/
remove
phone
number

Medium
Changes
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a bill
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Large
Changes
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multiple bill
sections

Target test scenarios
Approval built in to the
process

Gather customer
feedback, design mockups, revise, and approve
Test all scenarios
Training/customer
communication/prepare
for problems

Source: Indiana Billing Symposium. Paper Billing Panel, Duke Energy presentation;
November 2, 2015.
6.6

Panel Discussion

Participants were curious about which types of issues companies are engaging with
customers via social media. Aqua reported using social media for customer relationship
issues but it does not provide billing information through that medium. Duke Energy and
NineStar reported using social media to communicate with customers about safety issues and
storm planning, also noting that they could private message customers to help resolve billing
issues if customers had reached out through social media.
Utility companies were asked which services they provide to address customer concerns
about missed payments if customers have switched to eBilling. NineStar reported that they
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send confirmations when payments have been applied but do not notify customers about
missing payments until disconnect notices are sent. Duke responded that they provide
customers with reoccurring payment options and eBilling on their website and that they
notify customers via email when statements are ready. Aqua reported providing an automated
payment system called ZipCheck for customers.
Regulated utility companies were asked how much of the cost for updating billing formats
was already accounted for in the rate base and how much money would need to be requested
separately. Panelists replied that the money for small and medium-sized issues is mostly built
into the rate base, but there are “peaks and valleys” in the costs. One panelist emphasized that
billing updates were resource-rich endeavors, and it would be costly for customer call centers
if redesigns were poorly implemented.

7 eBilling Panel
The purpose of this panel was to invite discussion between consumer groups and utilities on
the principle issues and concerns that might be associated with electronic billing (eBilling).
Utilities asked consumer groups what could make eBilling more attractive to consumers and
increase eBilling participation. The panelists for this session were NineStar Connect, AEP/
Indiana Michigan Power, Indiana American Water, Citizens Action Coalition, and the
Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor.
7.1

NineStar Connect

NineStar Connect (NineStar) reported that approximately 10 percent of customers utilize
SmartHub, their eBilling option. SmartHub is an online application for customers to review
both their telephone and electric bills, and it provides detailed information on customer usage
(including usage comparisons and detailed TOU data), along with billing and payment
history information. SmartHub is available to all customers; access is not restricted to
eBilling users.
7.2

American Electric Power/Indiana Michigan Power

American Electric Power (AEP)/Indiana Michigan Power reported that approximately 25
percent of its customers are currently using eBilling. AEP views paperless billing as an
important part of customer engagement because it helps to keep operational costs lower by
reducing mailing costs, saving paper, and providing customers with more choices. For these
reasons, AEP provides eBilling to its customers free of charge. AEP’s Indiana eBilling
customers rate their billing experience 12 percent higher than their paper bill counterparts.
AEP presents eBilling customers with a summary of their bill, and customers have the option
to click a link that sends them to a detailed version of the bill. AEP reports that only seven to
nine percent of customers choose to view their detailed bill. For AEP’s eBilling customers
and those who register online, AEP offers a variety of informational resources such as usage
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comparisons, energy efficiency information, information on available programs, and access
to a detailed bill.
One major adoption issue AEP has faced with eBilling is that some customers are concerned
they might forget to pay their bills if they switch to paperless billing. In response to this
concern, AEP has created a system to provide mobile alerts for payment reminders, as well
as for outages. AEP also encourages customers to sign up for eBilling and mobile alerts, by
offering them a chance to win a Microsoft Surface tablet computer.
7.3

Indiana American Water

Indiana American Water (IAW) reported that 32 percent of customers are currently enrolled
in its self-service option, and 16 percent of customers use eBilling (with the caveat that
customers have to sign up for self-service to use the eBilling system). Customer feedback has
shown that customers do not like having to sign up for the self-service option to utilize
eBilling, which IAW is working to change. eBilling customers receive notifications
electronically.
The IAW panelist introduced the topic of push versus pull for sending information to
customers. This concept refers to whether a company “pushes” the information to a consumer
or “pulls” the consumer back to their website to view information. IAW currently uses a pull
method (which they report costs 6 cents, compared to 11 cents for push), but reports that
customers do not like being pulled back to the IAW website to view a PDF of their bill. IAW
also is currently developing a notification program to let eBilling customers know when
payments are due.
7.4

Citizens Action Coalition

The Citizens Action Coalition (CAC) reported that 20 percent of respondents use eBilling
and that these customers are reporting satisfaction with the eBilling system ease of use.
Additionally, 12 percent of respondents are currently signed up to receive both paper bills
and eBilling. Cyber security was the major concern cited by respondents who are not using
eBills. One respondent noted that they want to receive a paper bill and have the ability to pay
online. While the CAC panelist recognized the positive aspects of eBilling, she also wanted
to remind the Symposium participants of the accessibility issues many customers still
experience because they do not own a computer or have Internet access. She further
emphasized the importance of maintaining and continuing to improve paper-billing services.
7.5

Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor

Nearly one-fifth (19%) of the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor (OUCC)
respondents reported using eBilling exclusively, and a similar number reported receiving
both eBills and paper bills. The survey responses highlighted customer interest in having
flexible payment options. The responses showed a concern over potential fees associated
with eBilling, and noted that there is a perception that utilities might want to charge fees to
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customers using eBilling, even if eBilling costs the utility less than paper billing.
Respondents also registered concerns over identity theft that could be associated with using
eBilling, and the OUCC panelist recommended utilities work to educate consumers about the
measures utilities have adopted to prevent identity theft.
When asked why respondents who had elected not to receive eBills had made this decision,
there were several common answers. Respondents expressed concerns that they might lose
their bill, forget to pay, or have private information stolen. Other responses for not switching
to eBilling included being “old school,” being change averse, not having a computer, and not
having access to high-speed Internet. Regardless of respondents’ preferences for paperless or
eBilling, people want to see the same information on an eBill that they would see on a paper
bill, and customers want to be notified of changes by a separate message, not included on the
regular bill.
7.6

Panel Discussion

Utility companies were asked how they share information about the security of customer data
with the customers. AEP and NineStar responded that their privacy policies are available on
their websites and that they sometimes also respond via phone to customer inquires about
information privacy.
Participants asked whether all companies were seeing growth in the number of customers
using eBilling. NineStar reported significant growth, especially in September and October of
2015. NineStar did not provide an explanation for the recent growth, though. IAW had seen
similar growth and suggested that its policy to allow e-checks free of charge might have
helped spur growth.
Panelists were asked why customers were requesting notifications in addition to their regular
bills. The OUCC attributed this preference to the idea that more and separate notifications
(not included with the bill) would decrease the likelihood of a customer missing important
information.

8 Comprehensive Customer Engagement on Billing Panel
The panel discussion regarding customer engagement on billing covered methods for
improved communications, bills, other useful communiqués, and customer education. The
panelists for this session were Aqua Indiana, Vectren, Citizens Action Coalition, Indiana
Office of Utility Consumer Counselor, and Hendricks Power Cooperative.
8.1

Aqua Indiana

The Aqua Indiana (Aqua) panelist began by recognizing that customers like building
relationships with their utility companies, and Aqua works to develop these relationships in
different ways. For this reason, Aqua’s state president fields calls directly from customers.
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Aqua has developed a customer webpage where customers can learn more about their bill if
they set up an account. Aqua also connects with its customers by maintaining an active
presence on social media outlets such as Twitter. Aqua conducts customer surveys regularly,
but because these surveys are targeted to people who have already interacted with the call
centers, Aqua is aware that the surveys do not reach all customers.
Aqua has three call centers throughout the United States. After receiving customer feedback
that customers prefer to talk to local people when calling, Aqua now routes all incoming calls
to the caller’s closest call center. Aqua reports it is currently working on improving customer
communications through billing inserts by making these communications “eye-catching,
colorful, and innovative.”
8.2

Vectren

Vectren works to provide information to customers by including billing definitions on the
back side of all bill pages and making billing definitions available on its website. During
Vectren’s recent billing redesign process, the company informed customers of upcoming
changes and the purpose of these changes through billing inserts and on their website.
The Vectren panelist emphasized the ways in which Vectren is engaging in “forwardthinking, multichannel” communications. New software allows Vectren to include “onserts”
(customer-specific billing messages) on bills, which Vectren can use to alert customers of bill
changes. Vectren has taken a proactive approach to communicating with customers about
projects that can increase bills by telling the story as it occurs and coordinating those
communications with relevant city and local groups. This might apply, for example, to
infrastructure improvements in particular neighborhoods. Finally, Vectren uses door-to-door
notifications to reach out to impacted customers.
8.3 Citizens Action Coalition
The Citizens Action Coalition’s (CAC’s) customer survey indicated a general sense of
distrust toward utilities concerning billing communications. The survey identified several
reasons for this attitude. One respondent said that “utilities are providing far too much
promotional material instead of critical information about my bill.” Other customer feedback
included concerns about rate increases, aversion to change, and expectations that outcomes
would not be positive when dealing with utilities.
Customers expressed an interest in using information to the best of their abilities and reported
that the helpfulness of billing inserts varied from month to month.
8.4 Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor
The Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor (OUCC) panelist recognized that the
communication landscape had changed drastically over a short period of time with
advancements in technology and the growth of social media outlets such as Facebook,
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Twitter, and LinkedIn. Even so, when asked what would make it easier to understand utility
bills, customers’ most popular answer was billing inserts. The customer survey revealed
many people’s desire for utility companies to use inserts more efficiently by including fewer
advertisements, less information on non-related topics, and more information about bills. The
OUCC panelist viewed billing inserts as an opportunity to address customers’ desire for more
information by using the available space to provide educational information each month on
billing-related topics.
8.5 Hendricks Power Cooperative
Although only 17 percent of Hendricks Power Cooperative’s (HPC) customers use eBilling,
60 percent pay using electronic methods. HPC provides energy usage information to
customers through an online portal that has customer usage history data available by year,
month, day, and hour. The HPC panelist highlighted the usefulness of hourly data, which can
help customers understand their own usage patterns. HPC also provides customers with a
prepaid metering option that lets them pay for their energy in advance. The HPC panelist
reported that the prepaid program enables customers to track energy usage daily and also
helps the co-op avoid unpaid bills.
8.6

Panel Discussion

Panelists were asked whether customer communications ever focus on providing more
information, as survey feedback had been critical of advertisements. Vectren responded that
the company focused a media campaign on budget billing a few years ago when bills were
forecasted to increase 20 percent in the upcoming year, but also recognized that Vectren had
not run a similar campaign more recently. Vectren and HPC both provide a notification on
customer bills about where customers can find more information. HPC reported that the
company sends its customers letters with additional information, separate from billing
inserts, and customers have responded positively to this approach.
Utility groups were asked whether they provide the same level of information in paper form
as they provide online and whether there had been efforts to encourage marginalized groups
to utilize information-rich online resources. Vectren responded that customer communication
is a multichannel effort, stating that the company’s target demographic is “18 to dead,”
meaning all customers. Vectren emphasized the importance of repetition in sharing
information with customers, which they accomplish by using multiple different types of
media channels.
Utility groups were asked whether they collect data that could help them understand which
channels of communication reach different demographics. HPC reported collecting most of
its user data from electronic channels and emphasized that it still focuses on disseminating
information through many channels. IPL recognized the shift towards digital communication
but said that it has circled back around to relying more on face-to-face communication. IPL
also said that it is now trying to use social media as a mechanism for developing more faceto-face interactions with customers. A utility representative in the audience said that when
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sharing new information, that company tries first to use customer interviews, if possible, and
brings experts along to provide detailed information that customers might need.

9 Summary
9.1

Common Themes

Throughout the Symposium discussions, there were both overlaps and areas of divergence in
the topics customer groups and utilities recognized as important. Consumer groups focused
on customers’ desire for important information such as the amount due and due dates to be
prominently displayed on bills. They also expressed a strong preference for line-item billing,
use of clear language, and the inclusion of definitions on bills.
Consumer groups noted customers’ concerns about forgetting to pay utility bills when signed
up for eBilling, and utility companies talked about new methods, some already in use and
others being developed, that would increase communication between customers and
companies about outages, emergencies, and billing reminders. There were similar
convergences on issues—such as the importance of effective billing design (balancing
content with presentation), providing more information to customers, and communicating
changes—where utility panelists recognized consumer preferences and had already
implemented or were presently working to improve service offerings.
Utility companies reported providing more detailed information in the welcome packets sent
to new customers, on their websites, and through customer call centers. Based on customer
concerns about accessibility issues relating to computers or the Internet and the expressed
frustration about the time investment necessary to resolve issues when contacting a customer
call center, the welcome packet represents one potential method of proactively sharing
information with customers before problems occur.
Billing inserts were mentioned by both the CAC and OUCC. Although the number of
customers who reported reading their billing inserts was mixed at best, the OUCC identified
billing inserts as a potential opportunity for utilities to provide customers with additional
information about upcoming changes. Toward the goal of providing customers with more
information when changes occur, Duke, NineStar, and Vectren reported that they had created
space on their bills to share messages with customers.
The issue of condensed versus detailed bills was a common theme addressed in the Paper
Billing Panel. Although both the CAC and the OUCC survey findings from their convenience
sampling of their interest groups and the public showed that consumers wanted more
information to be provided on bills, Duke reported 87 percent of residential customers
participate in its optional, condensed billing program. This contrast between expressed wants
versus actual behavior is worthy of consideration: It highlights the kind of divergence that is
often found between expressed consumer preferences and actual consumer behavior.
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Both AEP and the CAC reported that customers using eBilling describe the experience as
positive. However, there appears to be a disconnect between customer groups and utility
companies about what the eBilling concerns are and how companies are addressing these
issues. Both the OUCC and CAC reported customer concerns over potential fees associated
with eBilling as well as cybersecurity concerns.
Another common theme throughout the Symposium was the relationships between utility
online portals, customers receiving bills electronically, and customers paying bills online.
IAW requires customers to sign up for its self-service website before allowing customers to
sign up for eBilling; this requirement has received customer complaints. However, the CAC
reported that customers are not so much interested in receiving eBills but do want the ability
to pay online. Customers have shown a preference for using online billing services that do
not require them to take additional steps such as signing up for online portals. Efforts by
utilities to simplify the sign-up process could be one way to improve user experience.
Throughout the Comprehensive Customer Engagement on Billing Panel, there was an
emphasis on multichannel communication, which complemented insight from earlier panels
about the diversity of customer preferences. Although utilities were excited about developing
capabilities to provide customer-specific messaging on customers’ bills, customer feedback
expressed an interest in receiving separate, off-bill communications about important
information and upcoming changes. Aqua’s effort to improve the attractiveness and content
of its billing inserts appears to be one promising approach, given the OUCC’s
recommendation that utilities can make better use of billing inserts to provide educational
information about bills. HPC takes customer outreach a step further by sending individual
letters.
9.2 Billing Symposium Follow-up Survey
At the conclusion of the Billing Symposium, the IURC asked Symposium participants to
complete a survey that was included in their information packet. A follow-up email with a
link to the same survey online was also sent to participants. The survey consisted of eight
questions. Of the 58 attendees, 32 completed and returned surveys. Of the 32 survey
respondents, 5 were associated with consumer groups, 19 represented utility companies, and
8 responded as “other.” Of the same 32 respondents, 26 respondents (81%) either “strongly
agreed” or “agreed” that the Billing Symposium was a valuable experience. Of these 26
respondents, five were from the consumer groups and 15 were from the utilities. In a followup question, 23 respondents (72%) indicated they would attend a similar forum in the future.
In response to another question, 27 respondents (84%) “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that
their views were respectfully considered.
When asked which aspect of the Symposium respondents found most useful, the four most
common responses were, in order: (1) hearing what consumers want; (2) the variety of
panelists/viewpoints represented; (3) learning about others’ best practices; and
(4) information from the surveys/data collection.
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Direct quotes from the survey responses that provided the IURC with some insight as to how
some participants viewed the Billing Symposium included:
 “Very informational. I got the type of info that takes 2-3 days at a conference to get.
Thanks!”
 “Overall very good. I enjoyed it and got useful info to take back and share.”
 “The packets, including dummy bills from all participating utilities, were helpful. I
also liked how the panels included a broad spectrum of speakers from the various
utilities.”
When asked which aspects of the Symposium respondents found least useful, 16 respondents
either did not answer the question, or reported “nothing.” Of the 16 who did answer,
responses were varied: For example, answers included, “The panels needed a more specific
focus”; “The Symposium needed to be shorter”; and other miscellaneous issues.
Finally, respondents provided the following feedback when asked what specific
improvements could make a future forum better: greater variety of panelists (22%), better
venue (13%), and breakout sessions for specific issues (9%).
9.3

Conclusion

In summary, this Billing Symposium was a valuable forum for information-sharing and
learning among the many participating Indiana utility stakeholders, providing a natural
jumping-off point for future conversations. Many interactions regarding regulatory
commission activities take place in contested-case hearings which often engender particular
kinds of communications, with each group taking its own particular stance on issues and
precious little opportunity for open dialogue and discussion. Thus, although initiating such
opportunities can be challenging, seeking out these kinds of opportunities for open
communications can prove valuable for all interested parties. Time will tell, but adopting
this approach for the particular topic of billing and customer care communications could well
have sown the seeds for additional positive conversations on this and other topics.
Based on information gleaned from this Symposium and additional data from other state
commissions around the country, the authors simultaneously prepared a research report6 that
takes a broader look at the issues of utility billing and related customer communications.

6

Stanton, Tom, and Kathryn Kline (2016). Energy and Water Utility Billing Rules, Standards, and Practices: A
Survey of the State of the Art and Ideas about Future Directions. NRRI Report No. 16-03 (available for download
at www.nrri.org).
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